Abstract. This work deals with the 2D numerical solution of inviscid compressible flow and viscous compressible laminar and turbulent flow around the profile. In a case of turbulent flow algebraic Baldwin-Lomax model is used and compared with Wilcox's k-Ȧ model. Calculations are done in GAMM channel computational domain with 10% DCA profile and in turbine cascade computational domain with 8% DCA profile. Numerical methods are based on a finite volume solution and compared with experimental measurements for 8% DCA profile.
Introduction
Mathematical models used in this work are based on the solution of the inviscid compressible flow and viscous compressible turbulent flow over the profile.
Computational domain represents GAMM channel with 10% DCA profile and blade cascade with 8% DCA profile. The results show differences between the uses of each numerical model and experimental results.
Governing equations
The two-dimensional viscous compressible flow is prescribed by the system of Navier-Stokes equations in following conservation form
where ( 
In the equations above ȡ denotes density, (u,v) are components of local velocity in x and y direction respectively, e denotes total energy per unit volume, p is pressure given by previous equation of state, Ĳ ij is shear stress, q i represents heat flux, ȝ represents dynamical viscosity.
Following constants were used in previous equations: ț is isentropic exponent equalled to 1.4, Pr is Prandtl's number equalled to 0.7.
Viscous compressible turbulent flow represents system of Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) which is formally the same as (1) with enclosed used model of turbulence which is algebraic BaldwinLomax or two-equation Wilcox's k-Ȧ model in this work.
Inviscid flow represented by the system of Euler equations is simply reached after neglecting of viscosity in viscous fluxes on the right hand side in the system (1). 
where vorticity is in 2D case defined as
van Driest function given as follow
and friction velocity by formula
Turbulent viscosity in outer region is given by
Function F w is determined by the relation
where F w is the maximum of the function bellow
and y max is the distance from the wall in which F(y max )=F max holds and
In Baldwin-Lomax turbulent model following constants are used: ț = 0.4, A = 26, Į = 0.0168, C cp = 1.6 and C KL = 0.3.
k-Ȧ model
The two-equation model is given by transport equations for two characteristic scales of turbulent motion, in this case turbulent energy k and specific dissipation rate Ȧ. Then turbulent viscosity is defined as
The Wilcox's k-Ȧ model was used as follow 
The Jameson's artificial dissipation model was applied to damp the oscillations.
( ), 
Boundary conditions
Inlet boundary conditions were realized for inviscid flow as follow: inlet velocity Ma together with angle of attack Į, density ȡ and total energy per volume e were set; pressure p was extrapolated from the flow field. In a case of viscous flow the inlet pressure p was set.
Outlet boundary conditions were the same for the both type of flow. Outlet pressure was set and other variables extrapolated from the flow field.
Solid wall condition was realized by the adding of virtual cells. In a case of inviscid flow velocity components were prescribed so that sum of velocity vectors equals zero in its tangential component. In a case of viscous flow velocity components were prescribed so that sum of velocity vectors equals zero on the wall.
Numerical results and discussion
Mach number isolines are shown in all pictures together with inlet flow parameters below where Ma corresponds to the inlet Mach number and Į is attack angle of inlet flow. Numerical results were validated for different setting of artificial dissipation to damp the oscillations and in a case of viscous model the influence on the physical viscosity was checked.
First three pictures correspond with results of calculation of transonic inviscid and viscous turbulent flow in GAMM channel. This configuration was set as a reference for testing of behaviour of both models. It is shown that in all cases of flow through DCA cascade inlet Mach number is set slightly bigger than in experiment, also with changing of angle of attack around the zero position we can modify the size and location of sonic isolines on the profiles.
Conclusions
The developed software was successfully tested for the calculations of inviscid and viscous turbulent flow in GAMM channel and in DCA blade cascade with small region of separation. In a case of DCA blade cascade possibilities of different numerical approaches were shown and compared with experimental data. Achieved results are comparable with other authors [7] , [8] .
